
WARNING to all CEOs!
Crushees are costing companies

$trillions each year in lost revenues

Check this out yourself!
What are Crushees? Crushees are people who expects things to go their way
most of the time, like a client turning up on time, getting recognized for a job
well done, having others agree to their ideas, etc. There is nothing wrong with
this – but Bob doesn't go their way most of the time, so they get crushed, and
become Crushees.

Who's Bob?

The Boss of Bosses
Bob stands for  Boss  of  bosses, or Ultimate Reality.  Ultimate Reality is not
what  we  want  it  to  be,  or  what  it  should  be,  but  what  is:  whatever  is
happening this very moment before our eyes.

Whether  our  kids  failed  or  succeeded  in  their  exams  is  a  reality,  a
manifestation of Bob. Whether the stocks are up or down, whether the wind
goes our direction or against it, is a REALITY, or Bob manifesting itself. To
get ahead, we need to dance with Bob, or we'll get crushed by him. 

Getting crushed by Bob
We encounter  Bob every day.  Here is  an example.  You have  a  frightfully
important  meeting with a major client.  It  is  now 3:30 pm and your  client
promised to be there at 3:00. Your client's absence is a manifestation of Bob.
You are experiencing a reality: what is. But since we have never been taught
to handle or even recognize Bob's presence, one gets crushed by Bob's hefty
feet when they appear! This same scenario could happen with someone other
than a client – a friend, a colleague …



Most people are upset when someone does not turn up as planned. They feel
disappointed or downright angry at being stood up. Yet these emotions can be
detrimental. If people feel this way, it is because they have never been trained
to observe Bob's movements: a manifestation of what is.

A man loses his wallet. Well, that's only Bob. If he is upset and it follows him
part of the day, then Bob has stepped on him because he does not understand
the concept of Ultimate Reality. If we truly understand this concept, then we
have better control over our emotional state.

Crushees' impact on corporate revenues
Are Crushees slashing at your bottom line? You bet they are. It's their inability
to adapt to change that's costing companies trillions in lost revenues each year.

How many Crushees are working in your company? Crushees get emotional
and are easily upset or stressed out when things don't go their way.

"Because of the furious pace of change in business today, difficult-to-manage
relationships sabotage business more than anything else – it is not a question
of strategy that gets us into trouble, it  is a question of emotions," declared
John P.  Kotter,  award-winning business and management  thought  leader at
Harvard Business School.

Stress & disengagement in the workplace
Stress  alone  costs  American  business  $300  billion  yearly.  What  about
disengagement in the workplace when Crushees get whacked by Bob-related
issues? Keith Ayers at Intégro has a different spin on the "math." He notes that
while disengaged employees may be giving only 50% effort, we still pay them
100% of their salary. This means that a significant portion of the payroll is
pure cost. If the average salary of an employee in a 500-person organization is
$50,000, then the annual cost of disengagement for this company alone is over
$12 million, or $34,200 a day.

Gallup  posits  that  disengagement,  which  it  estimates  is  costing  the  U.S.
economy $450 billion to $550 billion per year.

Millions getting crushed daily
Each day, millions get crushed by Bob. Instead of adapting to change they hit
their heads against the wall until their desires bleed. This article shows how to
dance with Bob and get ahead.

Here is another illustration. You are speeding down a deserted country road at
midnight. All of a sudden, a deer springs from nowhere and crosses your path.
You collide, ending up in a ditch with broken ribs. The deer is Bob. To the
injured deer, you are Bob and so is your car.

To avoid being crushed by Bob there is nothing we can do but dance with



him. Since Bob can be sudden, we must be nimble enough to adapt to his
movements. And Bob is a crazy dancer. We might start off with the waltz, and
then, with no warning, Bob might dance to hip hop or the tango. We may
realize Bob's true craziness when we are given a beautiful gift  and, a few
seconds later, we receive a huge whack on the head. We wonder, “Why? Did I
deserve this?” Or perhaps we are whacked on the head first and are given the
gift later.

Have you ever lost something or someone dear to you? Or helped a friend,
only to be rewarded with ingratitude?  Just  how can we dance with Crazy
Bob?

Big Bad and Big Good Bob
Bob can  appear  to  be  negative  or  positive  when  he  manifests  himself.  A
person could be promoted or be winning, and he or she would still have to
face  Bob.  Some lottery winners  are  spiked with  suspicion  when long-lost
relatives start sprouting seemingly from nowhere. Distrust and confusion set
in as a result of what is. Again, it's Ultimate Reality, or Bob, knocking on the
door.

To control our emotions when we have lost something or someone, we have
to accept what is – not what we want it to be, or what we think it should be.
The first step is observing, with detachment, the reality unfolding before our
eyes. I learned this early on in my years of martial arts training.

Does this  mean we should be fatalists?  Not at  all.  Although what  unfolds
before  us  is  reality, we can  choose  how  we  react  to  it  by  changing  our
perception. If you lose your job, you may say to yourself,  “Look, I've just
been fired as CEO. But it's no big deal. I'm even getting excited and will now
look forward to nabbing the next big challenge around the corner!”

By not reacting negatively to a loss, we not only learn to control our emotions
but also counter that “loss.” That's dancing with Bob! That's never allowing
his big feet to step on ours by adapting and changing our perception to match
reality, be it in the marketplace, or in our bedroom when our spouse says she's
got a headache and we are right in the middle of getting horny.

Zeek-zooking with what is
When Bob zeeks, we zook; when he zooks, we zeek. Though sometimes we
need to zook when he zooks.

Let's not forget that Bob's boys or bouncers are sneaky. They could creep up
on us today, tomorrow, or in 50 years. There are countless ways to remove our
physical self or that of any Crushee or ex-Crushee working for us: floods,
earthquakes, hurricanes, even banana skins. So while we are still alive and
want to move on, let us spend a few minutes a day appreciating what we have
and what we can do with what we have. This, too, is a REALITY we tend to
forget.



Note to all Crushees and ex-Crushees: Bob meant no harm. His intention is to
help us grow and better enjoy life here on this wonderful planet Earth.

As CEO here's something you can do ...

Propel Your Company Forward
in Record Time …

You can now:
• apply powerful, unique Eastern/Western strategic tools to attain 

your goals
• reach «All-4-1-&-1-4-All» engagement in your company
• multiply your potentials by 10
• discover key criteria to stay on top
• become a Corporate World Champion

The 3 ninja-spirited, corporate trainers with more than 70 years 
combined experiences helping companies and individuals progress 
rapidly are ready – when you are.

 Dan Low 
 Dr. Philippe Scotto  
 Dr. Dorothy Neddermeyer 

Combined  references:  AT&T,  IBM,  Exxon,  Warner  Lambert,  Digital,  FedEx,
Institut de Gestion Sociale, Axa Group, ThyssenKrupp, Robert Bosch, Total, General
Electric, Alstom, Océ, Dimension Data France, Bertelsmann Group, Deloitte, Veolia
Environnement, IAEA, French Ministry of Defense, and others.

Get Quick Access to Your 5-Star Corporate Support Today!

Contact us for the Total Package. Your sustainable success is just
a mouse click away …  

http://fr.linkedin.com/in/danlow1
http://fr.linkedin.com/pub/dr-philippe-scotto/1/92/1a8
http://www.linkedin.com/in/dorothymneddermeyer
http://www.maximizeyourpotential.info/request-a-proposal.html

